English
-

Maths

Poetry written in the UK – contrasting
modern and historical.

Non fiction writing based around our current
topic ‘Visit Britain’.
-

Persuasive writing
Balanced arguments
Instructional writing
Debates
Informative writing

SATs preparation
 Addition and subtraction
 Negative numbers
 Algebra.
 Fractions and percentages
 Multiplication and division.
 Daily fluency sessions
 Increased opportunities for varied
problem solving applications.

We operate a spiral curriculum in Maths,
meaning that we revisit key topics each term to
increase familiarity and consolidate learning.

Art/DT
- Drawing people
- Artist studies
- A variety of techniques and mediums.
- Structure, form, movement, sport.

Our Spring 1 Term 2019
learning plan.
Swallow Class

Geography/History

Science
Properties of Materials
 Comparing and grouping everyday
materials on the basis of their
properties.
 Hardness, transparency and
conductivity (electrical and
thermal).
 Planning different types of
enquiries, including recognising and
controlling variables.
 Use research and develop design
criteria to inform the design of
functional products.

Computing

Stocks and shares
- Linking with Maths.
- Topic link to visit Britain.
- Selecting information, making

Visit Britain
- Physical and human geography.
- Map work – use 8 points of a compass, 4 and 6
figiure grid references, OS map symbols and
keys.

- Comparing and contrasting two regions in the
UK

PE

French

Rugby at the village
hall on a Thursday
(Come to school in PE
kit).
Monday – Dance.

Rigolo unit – Les f tes

ê

-

French festivals
identify and ask for presents
Numbers 31- 60
Give & understand more instructions.

Music
This is a six-week Unit of Work that builds
on previous learning. It is supported by
weekly lesson plans and assessment. All
the learning is focused around one song
from Benjamin Britten’s Friday Afternoon.
Spelling - Suffixes with vowel letters.
- Long /e/ sound spelt ‘ie’ or ‘ei’ after c.
- Word families based on common words
- Words from the Year 6 statutory spelling

list.

balanced and informed choices.
- Presentations.

RE & PHSE
- What does it mean to forgive?
- Develop enquiry questions about
forgiveness.
- The story of the Prodigal Son
- Investigate forgiveness scenarios.

